
[ 239 ]On that visit to France in 1953, when the family photograph with Julie 
and Emma was taken in Thionville, we met other members of the 
family, these on my grandmother’s side. This photo was taken in 
Wissembourg, also in Alsace. (Matching dresses again for me and 
my sister Veronica, my mother standing behind us.) Julius, one of the 
brothers of my grandmother Bertha, and of Leonie and Rosa, is at the 
back on the left.

For many years I had the idea that the tall young man at the back was 
someone called Claude. I couldn’t remember why I thought that, and 
I didn’t know who he was. When I started my research into Leonie’s 
story, I went back to the family tree, and found that there was a 
Claude Levy – grandson of Rosa, and son of Leo and Meta Levy, who 
were on the same transport to Auschwitz as Leonie on 16 September 
1942. Paulette and I found the Stolpersteine for Leo and Meta in 
Busenberg, outside what must have been their house. Leo’s brother 
Siegfried, like Leonie’s daughter Eri, had emigrated to New York in 
the 1930s. And, as I eventually found out, Rosa herself survived a 
series of camps in France and also ended up in New York. If this was 
the Claude from that part of the family, I didn’t know why he would 
be in Wissembourg in 1953.

On Sunday 29 November 2015, the German television channel OKTV 
Südwestpfalz livestreamed a documentary by the American film-
maker Peter Blystone, called The Jewish Cemetery – the Last Jews 
of Wasgau. Wasgau is a five-hundred-square-mile area of the 
Palatinate (Pfalz) in south-west Germany, also including the French 
departments of Bas-Rhin and Moselle. The film focuses on four small 
German towns, including Busenberg, and gives an account of what 
happened to the Jews there after the Nazi accession to power in 
January 1933. Those Jews who had not already left were, as I already 
knew from Leonie’s story, expelled into France on 22 October 1940, 
together with Jews from the Saar and from Baden. Many did not 
survive the war. The film focuses on particular families, including Leo 
and Meta Levy. And then their son, Claude Levy, appears on camera, 
arriving to meet the film’s presenter, Otmar Weber, at Strasbourg 
station. In his early eighties, he is instantly recognisable as the 
twenty-three-year-old young man in my photograph from 1953.  
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As he and the presenter meet and go to eat together at a restaurant, 
his story is told in voiceover, both by Otmar Weber and by Claude 
himself. 

In 1939 he was sent to Wissembourg in France, to stay with his (and my) 
great-uncle Julius. Originally called Kurt Levy, he was renamed Claude by 
a cousin. He survived the war and the occupation, sometimes in hiding. 
He has spent the rest of his life in Alsace. Widowed in 1994, he seems 
to be very close to his daughter and his granddaughter. In 1957 he met 
his sister Hannah in Paris for the first time for nearly twenty years. She 
had, like Leonie and other relatives, been in Gurs camp, and then been 
hidden with other children in a convent, eventually being transported 
through Spain and to Palestine. She grew up there, and remained in 
Israel until her death in 1997. When she and Claude met in 1957 they no 
longer had a language in common – she knew only Hebrew.

On Sunday 5 June 2016 a ceremony took place in Busenberg to unveil 
three large information and memorial boards near the Jewish 
cemetery. They record the earlier Jewish community, and they honour 
those who died in the Holocaust. Speakers recalled a time when Jews 
and Christians had lived together in peaceful and mutually enriching 
relations. The afternoon started out sunny, but a storm broke in the 
middle of the proceedings, and the speeches continued under heavy 
rain. Among those attending – about fifty people – was Claude Levy.

The local paper, the Pirmasenser Zeitung, notes his presence:

Berührend war die Anwesenheit des ältesten Teilnehmers, Claude 
Levy, der einst als Kurt Levy in Busenberg das Licht der Welt 
erblickte. Aufrecht stehend wohnte der weit über 80-Jährige in 

strömenden Regen der Veranstaltung bis zum Schluss bei.

The presence of the oldest participant, Claude Levy, was moving; 
he first saw the light of day as Kurt Levy in Busenberg. Well over 80 
years old, he remained standing upright in the pouring rain until the 
end of the event.

From his own narrative in the film, and from an article about him in 
another German newspaper, Die Rheinpfalz, I learned a few new things 
about the family. It seems that Claude visited his parents twice in Gurs 
internment camp in late 1940 and 1941. He and his great-uncle Julius 
were about to visit them in the Rivesaltes camp in September 1942, but 
learned that they had just been deported. I already knew that Leo and 
Meta were deported from Drancy camp to Auschwitz on 16 September 
1942 – from the transport list available online through the Mémorial de 
la Shoah in Paris, and from the Stolpersteine in Busenberg. I assumed 
both were murdered immediately on arrival. Claude’s mother Meta 
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Memorial boards, Jewish cemetery in Busenberg, Germany
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was killed, presumably gassed, right away. But Leo survived for two 
years, working as a slave labourer in Auschwitz III (also known as 
Monowitz, or Monowitz-Buna). Amazingly, several postcards arrived 
from Leo during that time, sent to neighbours in Schifferstadt. They 
asked for food and money. The last card, dated June 1944, came from 
Heydebreck in Oberschlesien. This is where prisoners worked for 
IG-Farben’s Badische Anilin & Sodafabrik (BASF) production centres. 
It is not really a circumstance in which one can take any pleasure in 
learning that Leo Levy had an extra two years of life. And of course 
– chillingly – this belated information brings the story back again to 
chemistry. To Primo Levi, also enslaved there, and to my father’s own 
connections with the German chemical industry.

hH

Article 116 (2) of the German Basic Law concerns the rights of 
descendants of those deprived of German citizenship on political, 
racial or religious grounds to apply for naturalisation. Now, writing 
in the immediate aftermath of the Brexit vote, I am compiling the 
documents I need to demonstrate my eligibility for this. Some of my 
American cousins – the daughters and the granddaughter of Albert 
Schwarz – took out Germany citizenship some time ago on the same 
grounds, in order to acquire European passports. My father’s birth 
certificate has arrived from Saarlouis, and I have found the name of a 
notary in my neighbourhood, who can validate the copies of papers 
I would send to the German Embassy with my application. As one of 
‘the 48 per cent’ (those who voted not to leave the EU), I was shocked 
and depressed by the outcome, and within a day was – perhaps 
only therapeutically – planning to retain my own EU membership 
by becoming German as well as British. Within a week, I saw in the 
press that there was already a notable trend of people cashing in 
on their eligibility for Irish, Italian, German and other nationalities. 
As I write, only a month after the referendum, things are far from 
clear, and I suppose I won’t do anything apart from assemble my 
documents at least until Article 50 is triggered, beginning the formal 
process of separation. In the meantime, having completed this 
extended meditation on my family’s history, including the traumas 
of its relationship to an earlier Germany, and reflected too on Henry 
Simon’s connection to German politics and culture, there is a certain 
strangeness – but also satisfaction – in contemplating a belated and 
renewed connection to that country. It is also, perhaps, an appropriate 
way to end a story about travel, exile and belonging.
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